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Recent experimental results of rare kaon decays are presented. Progress in the understanding of long distance
contributions in kaon decays is also discussed.

1. INTRODUCTION
To illustrate recent experimental progress in rare

A* decays. I have selected allowed A" decays of flavor-
changing weak neutral current processes. In my talk.
1 will attempt to emphasize the interplay between the
strong, electromagnetic and weak interactions in A"
decays, stressing the significance of "low-energy QCD"
in interpreting experimental results of rare A* decays.
Other comprehensive reviews of recent experimental
progress in rare A* decays can be found elsewhere.1

In general, decay amplitudes for A' decays can be
separated into two contributions. One is the short
distance contribution which is the fundamental pro-
cess mediated by quarks and gluons. The other is
the long distance contribution which occurs through
hadrons. In order to extract the short distance contri-
bution which bears the fundamental information about
the weak interaction and CP violation, an understand-
ing of the long distance contribution is essential. This
is how low-energy QCD plays an important role in the
A' decay physics.

It is well known that in the very high energy re-
gion QCD processes can be calculated by "perturba-
tive QCD". QCD at the very low energies (say < 0.5
GeV) is also known to be calculable to some extent by
utilizing chiral symmetry which constrains soft pro-
cesses. Chiral perturbation theory (ChPT)2 is a low-
energy QCD theory based on chiral symmetry. It has
been applied to A" decays and has been found to be
useful in calculating the long distance contribution.3

There are. however, non-calculable constants that have
to be determined empirically. In practice, ChPT in-

volves an expansion in powers of the momentum trans-
fer which should be small compared with the mass
scale of chiral symmetry. A" decays are thereby highly
suitable for testing ChPT because characteristic mo-
menta are relatively small and the only hadrons in-
volved are pseudoscalar mesons.

In the following, sections 2 and 3 deal with A'J —•
7roe+e~ decay which has attracted much attention in
connection with the CP-violation problem and its re-
lated decay of 7v"£ —» 77°->-,. respectively. Decays of
A"° —• (J+1-<~ and A~£ —> -)C + (~ are discussed in
sections 4 and 5. respectively. Sec.G describes decay
A"+ -» T:+--). Decays A'+ -• TT"1"/"1"/" (/=f or /<)
are given in Sec 7. The exceptional decay A"+ —•
-+uT> which has very small long distance contribution
will be briefly described in Sec.S.

The decay A'£ —» 7r°e+e~ has the potential to
shed light on the understanding of the mechanism of
CP violation. There have been several models pro-
posed to explain CP violation. One is the superweak
interaction4 where CP violation is limited to AS=2
processes and arises from the A"0 — A"0 mixing mass
matrix. Another model is the three-generation six-
quark standard model5 where CP violation is not only
in the A"0 — A'0 mixing but also in the AS=1 decay
amplitude through the CP phase in the Kobayashi-
Maskawa (KM) matrix. Search for CP violation iu
the decay amplitude, therefore, is very important to
discriminate between the models. CP violation in thi
decay amplitude may be observable in the measure-
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ment of e'/e in A'° —* 2x decays. The e'/e, which is
related to a ratio of CP violation in the decay ampli-
tude to that in the mass matrix, is given by

T(K°S

T(K° -» •K°VO)/T(K°L
^ 0 ,

A non-zero value of e' je would signal CP violation in
the decay amplitude. Current results from two exper-
iments, NA31 at CERN6 and E731 at Fermilab7, are

£'/£ = (+3 .3±0 .7±0 .8 )x l0 - 3 (NA31), (2)

£7c- = ( -0 .4±1 .4±0 .6 )x l (T 3 (E731), (3)

respectively. The results are barely consistent. The
standard model prediction for e'je has an ambiguity
arising from the hadronic matrix element and the top
quark mass (mi).8 Therefore, given the present exper-
imental and theoretical situation, no conclusion on the
origin of CP violation can be made yet.

Another decay suitable for the search for CP viola-
tion is A'° —* 7r°e+e'~ decay.9'10 It provides a unique
opportunity to observe CP violation in the decay am-
plitude. Since h'l consists of a CP-odd (CP=-1) state
A'2 with a small admixture of a CP-even (CP=1) state
A',,

K°L ~ K2 (\E\ = 2.26 x 10 - 3 1 (4)

at least three contributions must be considered for this
decay process. The first one is a CP-violating decay
of the CP-odd state A'2 through a CP-even state con-
sisting of 7r° and a single off-shell photon, 7* (or Z°
boson); A'2 —» jr°7" —» x°e+e~. This is CP-violation
in the decay amplitude (AS=1) and is called "direct"
CP violation. The second is the CP-even state A'i
decaying through 7r° and a single off-shell photon;
A'I -+ 7r°7* -+ 7r°e+e~. This is CP-violation due
to the mass matrix (AS=2) and is called "indirect"
CP violation. The third is a CP conserving contribu-
tion in which A'2 decays through n° and two photons;
A'j —• 7r°77 —» 7r°e+e~. A great advantage of this
decay mode is that the amplitude of the direct CP vi-
olation is comparable to that of the indirect CP viola-
tion, in contrast to the case of e'/e in A'0 —* 27r decays

where the direct CP violation is at most about 10~3 of
the indirect CP violation. Another advantage is that
the hadronic matrix element involved has less ambi-
guity because it is related to that for A'/3 decay which
has been measured. The disadvantage is that it has a
physics background due to the decay K°L —> 77f+e~,
whose branching ratio has been recently measured."

The short distance contribution which receives the
direct CP violation arises from the electromagnetic
penguin, Z penguin and W box diagrams. Including
the QCD correction, the direct CP contribution is es-
timated to be of order of at most 10~n.10 '12

The indirect CP violating contribution can read-
ily be determined once the CP-conserving process
Kg —» 7r°e+e~ is measured. Presently, only an up-
per limit for B(K^ -> 7roe+

e-) < 4.5 x 1(T5 13 has
been determined. Therefore, the estimate of the in-
direct CP-violating contribution relies on the choice
of a theoretical model. Relating r (A ' | —* ir°e+e~) to
F(A'+ —> 7r+e+e~), the indirect CP violating contri-
bution can be expressed as

B(K°L

= 6 x l ( T 1 2
(5)

where T;V'O and 7̂ -+ are the lifetimes of A"° and A'+,
respectively, and

r(A',
T(A'+ -+7r+e+e-)'

(6)

At present, R must be calculated from a theoretical
model. If one naively assumes a perfect A/ = 1/2 rule,
the R = 1. ChPT calculations predict two values of
R, R = 0.25 and R = 2.5.14 These two values yield

B{K°L

for R=Q.25 and

1.5 x KT12

1.5x10-"

(7)

(S)

for R=2.5. Possible experimental ways to solve this
ambiguity will be described later. In either case, the
indirect CP-violating amplitude is comparable to or
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less than that of the expected amplitude of the direct

CP-violation.
The CP-conserving two photon contribution can be

calculated from the process A'° -* n0-o. But, its esti-
mation is controversial. The ChPT calculation at the
one loop level (~ O(p4))y5 predicts it to be negligi-
ble, only contributing at the level of 10~14. However,
the vector dominance model (VMD)16'17 predicts that
the branching ratio is comparable to the CP-violating
contributions A recent ChPT calculation,18 which in-
cludes higher order diagrams (~ 0(p6)) and allows for
vector meson exchange, predicts B(K°i —> 7r°e+f~)|2->

as well as B{I\'1 —> ir°-|-)) as a function of a vector
meson exchange coupling constant, a\-. The constant
ay must be determined empirically from the measure-
ment of A'° -> 7r°-n . Details on K°L — 7r°vy will
be presented in Sec.3. There is also a claim16 that
interference between CP-conserving and CP-violating
amplitudes causes a large e+ and t~ asymmetry in
Ki —» :roe+e~ , which might be useful to distinguish
the cor.ributions.

Recently a new experimental upper limit for K°L —*
T°e+e~ has been published by the ES45 collaboration
at Brookhaven National Laboratory (BNL)19. A plan
view of the E845 detector is shown in Fig... A"£'s
were produced by 24 GeY protons extracted from the
Alternating Gradient Synchrotron (AGS). They were
introduced into a 6-m long evacuated decay region.
Charged particles from the K°L decays were analyzed
in a magnetic spectrometer of 114 MeV/c momentum
kick with four sets of drift chambers. Electrons and
positrons were identified by an atmospheric hydrogen
gas Cerenkov counter. Photons were detected by a
array of 244 lead glass blocks. The energy resolution
was aE/E = 7%/\/£ + 1.6 % (£ in GeV). For fur-
ther electron identification, the energy measured at
the lead glass array (£) and the momentum mea-
sured at the spectrometer (P) was required to sat-
isfy 0.75<£/P<1.25. Penetrating pions and muons
were vetoed by scintillation counters placed behind 15-
cm-thick lead plates located downstream of the lead
glass calorimeter. Since the 7r° decays promptly into

Lead

FIGURE 1
Schematic plan view of the E845 detector.

two photons, the signature of K\ -+ 7r°e+e"" events
is two charged tracks consistent with an electron and
a positron and four energy-clusters in the lead glass
calorimeter, two of which correspond to photons from
the 7r° decay. Major backgrounds are (1) K\ —> neu
decay with misidentification of a i as an e plus two
accidental photons, (2) K\ -* 2TT° or K°L -> 3n° de-
cays with one or two of the 7r°'s undergoing asym-
metric Dalitz decay. A scatter plot of mffoe+c- vs.
9\- for the final data sample is shown in Fig.2, where
"Ve+e- is the invariant 7r°e+e~ mass and 6K is the
angle between the line connecting the target to the
decay vertex and the reconstructed kaon momentum
vector. There are no events in the 3<r signal region,
resulting in a 90 % confidence level (C.L.) upper limit
of B{K°L -> w°e+e~) < 5.5 x 1CT9. Although this
limit is two orders of magnitude higher than the pre-
diction, it could constrain nonstandard models of CP-
violation.20'21

There are also approved experiments at KEK
(KEK-162)22 and at Fermilab (FNAL-799).23 Pro-
posed poals of the both experiments are a sensitiv-
ity of 10~u to 10~10 where the direct CP violation is
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The decay A"£ —> T°77 has recently attracted much
attention theoretically and experimentally since it can
not only provide a good testing ground for ChPT, but
can also contribute to the CP-conserving two-photon
intermediate states in A'£ —+ n°e+e~ . As mentioned
before, the theoretical estimate of A'2 —» 7r°77 branch-
ing ratio is controversial. The ChPT calculation at
the one level (~ 0(p4))15'24 that includes (TT and A")
loop diagrams predicts a branching ratio B[Ki —»
7r°77) = 0.67 x 10~6. In turn, this yields a negligi-
ble CP-conserving two-photon contribution, fl(A'£ —»
Troe+e-)|2n =8.0xl0~1 5 . On the other hand, the vec-
tor meson dominance model (VMD),25'26 which has
contributions from vector meson exchange such as p
and u) in addition to the n loop diagrams, predicts the
branching ratio of 1.8 x 10~6 for the destructive inter-
ference between the loop and VMD contributions, and
3.9 x 10~6 for the constructive interference, assuming
the VMD coupling constant to be -0.33 x 10~7/'m2

K.

They give B{K°L -* n°e+e")|2->~10-11 which is com-
parable to the CP-violating contributions. The higher
order calculation of ChPT (~ O(p6)) including the
VMD contribution18 predicts the branching ratios as
a function of ay, which describes the relative magni-
tude of the VMD to the loop contribution. For differ-
ent values of a y, Table 1 summarizes branching ratios
and Fig.3 shows predicted spectrum shapes. As seen
in Fig.3, the spectrum varies dramatically as a func-
tion of ay. It is known that the VMD contribution is
enhanced in the low myi region, while the loop con-
tribution has a peak above 2m*. Therefore, a mea-
surement of the spectrum shape could distinguish the
contributions.

Table 1. B(K°L

a function of ay
and B(K°L )|27 as

ay
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FIGURE 4
Schematic side view of the E731 detector.

Two experimental results on A'̂  —• TT°-yy are
described. One is from the E731 collaboration at
Fermilab.27 A schematic side view of the E731 detec-
tor is shown in Fig.4. A'£'s were produced by 800
GeV/c protons. The signature of A'° —> TTO77 is four
photon-clusters, two of which come from the ff° de-
cay, and no charged particles in the detector. Photons
were detected by a lead glass calorimeter. A spectrom-
eter magnet and four sets of drift chambers were used
to veto charged particles. A potential background is
A'£ —* Zir° where two photons from the TTO'S go un-
detected or overlap clusters in the calorimeter. Fig.5
shows their final data sample, where 24 events were

0 .05 .10 .15 .20 .25 .30 .35 .40

M7r(GeV/c2)

FIGURE 5
Invariant m^ plot of the E731 final sample for K°L —
n f~i. A solid line is ChPT predicted spectrum shape at

observed above mv,>300 MeV/c2, where m7 1 is the
invariant mass of the two photons. From Monte Carlo
simulation, however, 20.8 background events were ex-
pected. Accordingly, a 90 % C.L. upper limit of
branching ratio of 2.7 x 10~6 was deduced.

The other experiment, the NA31 collaboration at
CERN28 recently reported the first observation of
Kl —* TT°77 signals. A side view of the NA31 detec-
tor is shown in Fig.6. A'^'s of about 100 GeV/c were
produced by 450 GeV protons. A liquid argon/lead
calorimeter detected photons with position resolution
of ±0.5 mm and energy resolution of 7.5%/v£ (E
in MeV/c). Two sets of wire chambers were used to
eliminate events that contain charged particles. Ring-
shaped veto counters were installed to veto events with
photons that missed the calorimeters. In the data
analysis, background from A"0 —• 3n° decay was re-
jected by several kinematic cuts. A plot of m^ for
the final data sample is shown in Fig.7. An observed
signal of 21 events with an expected background of
1.5±0.9 events was claimed. From those events, a
partial branching ratio for m7 , > 280 MeV/c2 of
(2.1 ± 0.6) x 10~6 was determined. This result is
higher than the ChPT prediction, but is not incon-
sistent. Since there is no enhancement in the low m^
region, a very small VMD contribution is suggested.
Applying the ChPT prediction18, the measured m77

LLU

FIGURE 6
Schematic side view of the NA31 detector.
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FIGURE 7
Invariant m7-, plot of the NA31 final sample for K\
7r°77. Dot-dash lines show the acceptance.

spectrum is consistent with the coupling constant of
-0.3<av<0.5. It yields a CP conserving contribution

°e+e~ of B(K°L -* 7r°e+e-)|2i < 10~12.inA"°

4. Kl -> fi+fi-

The short distance contribution of decay K% —*
l.t+li~ (ASD) has been used to place constraints on
mt and the KM matrix elements.29 The diagrams re-
sponsible for ASD are of the W-box, Z-penguin and
electromagnetic penguin as shown in Fig.8(a) The
diagrams involving top quark exchange are the dom-
inant contribution to Asu. The total short distance
contribution is given by30

B{K\ = B(K+

TK+

x |Re

(I-ml/ml)

T,iV;.VidCll(xi)\
2/\V..\2, (9)

(a)

FIGURE 8
Diagrams of (a) short distance contribution to the real part
and (b) long distance contribution to the imaginary part
of the K°L — n+n~.

where

4i-r
(10)

and Xi=m\jm\v. rjj are the QCD correction factors.
V,j is the KM matrix element. This decay is however
known to be dominated by the long distance contri-
bution, primarily to the imaginary (absorptive) part
of the amplitude,31 Im^LD- This arises from a two
"real" photon intermediate state32 as seen in Fig.8(b).
Using the measured branching ratio B{K\ —» 77) =
5.7 x 10~4,33 the contribution of the two real photon
intermediate state, B[K\ —* ̂ + / J~) |2- , , can be calcu-

T
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lated unambiguously as

10"
= (6.83 ± 0.28) x 10~9. (11)

It gives a lower (unitary) limit for the B(A'° —*
fj+/j~ ) branching ratio. The branching ratio of K°L —*
y*H~ quoted by the Particle Data Group is B{K\ ->
,,+ j,-)=(9.5l^ 5) x 10~9.33 Recent new experiments,
however, gave lower values for the branching ratio.
This will be discussed later.

The real (dispersive) part of the amplitude for
7v'° —» /J+,u~ (Re-4) also has a long distance con-
tribution in addition to the short distance contribu-
tion, namely Re.4=Re(.4sD + -4LD)- Therefore, to ex-
tract the short distance contribution .4SD. RC-4LD has
to be known. The long distance part Re.4LD comes
dominantly from the two off-shell photon intermedi-
ate state, A"° —t 7*7*. Unfortunately it is poorly
known theoretically. From comparison to the anal-
ogous decay 77 —* / / + / J~ , 3 4 where the short distance
contribution is negligible, a large Re-4LD for J\'£ —>
/'+^~ was expected since jRe.4(77 —» fi+fi~)/lvaA(iq —•
/i+ / /-) | = 0.74l{}j*. Such a large Re4LD is diffi-
cult to accommodate unless Re.4so and RC4LD in-
terfere destructively. Furthermore, an additional con-
tribution from the A'0 —> A"*7 vertex, which is not
present in the 77 decay, was claimed to be important
in K\ —» n+fi~ decay.35 Fortunately, two recent mea-
surements of A'" Dalitz decay, A'° —» 7e+e~, have
been reported. It turns out that the determination
of the form factor of A'£ —> fe+e~, namely of the
structure of the A'£ —* 77* vertex, has important im-
plications in the understanding of ReALD- Details will
be described in Sec.5.

Two new experimental results for A'£ —t n*n~ have
been reported; one from the E137 collaboration at
KEK, Japan and the other from the E791 collabo-
ration at BNL. Fig.9 shows a plan view of the E137
detector which was originally designed to search for
a lepton-flavor violating decay, A']? —» /ie. A'£'s of
2-8 GeV/c were produced by 12-GeV protons and de-
cayed in a 10-m long evacuated decay region. Charged

SETUP
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FIGURE 9
Schematic plan view of the E137 detector.

decay particles from A'£ decays were analyzed by a
double-arm two-staged spectrometer. The magnet po-
larities were chosen so that the charged particles were
directed parallel to the A'J beam direction. This was
implemented for simplification of the trigger. For
electron identification, atmospheric N2 gas Cerenkov
counters were used. Muons were identified by a stack
of iron and scintillator and were required to penetrate
through at least the second layer in the stack. The
final result, shown in Fig. 10, is a scatter plot of the
invariant mass m w vs. the angle (9) between the line
conne'ting the production target and decay vertex and
total reconstructed kaon momentum. In the 3ff signal
region defined in the box in Fig. 10, 54 events exist,
yielding the branching ratio of (8.1 ± 1.1) x 10~9.36

This is consistent with the value in the Particle Data

FIGURE 10
Scatter plot of m ^ vs. 02 of the E137 final sample for
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FIGURE 11
Schematic plan view of the E791 detector.

Group. E137 has accumulated data until the summer

of 1990.

The other experimental result came from the E791

collaboration at BNL. It also primarily searches for

the decay A'° —> fie. A plan view of the E791 detector

is shown in Fig.ll . A"£'s were produced by 24-GeV

protons from AGS and decayed in a 2.87-m long evac-

uated decay region. The detector has a double-arm

two-staged spectrometer. But, the analyzing magnets

were excited in opposite polarity so that charged par-

ticles return to their original direction. Electrons were

identified by an atmospheric Cerenkov counter with a

gas mixture of rle and Ne. The result of 1988 data is

shown in Fig.12, where a scatter plot of m7 7 vs. 62 is

given. From 87 events in the signal region, a branching

ratio of (5.8 ± 0.6 ± 0.4) x 10~9 was set.37 This result

is 1.5 standard deviations lower than the absorptive

contribution. B(A'° —* fi+ii~)\2l. However, recently

E791 reported the result of 1989 data analysis. From

485 495 505

M ^ [MeV/c2]

Scatter plot of
for K°L — fi+ti

FIGURE 12
vs. 02 of the E791 1988 final sample

286 observed events from the 1989 run, they set a new

branching ratio of (7.6 ± 0.5 ± 0.4) x 10~9. 38 Taking

an average of all three measurements as in Ref.12, we

have B(K°L -» n+fi~ )=(7.28±0
0-g) x 10~9. From this,

(12)= (0.45lg;«3)

This implies that

|Re.4|2 = IRefAsD + -4LD)|2 < 1.1 x 10"9 . (13)

5. K\ - • 7 e + e -

Measurement of 7\'£ —» -ye+e~ provides a means

to study the dynamics of the A'° —• 77* vertex. As

described in Sec.4, it is important to probe the long

distance contribution in the real part cf the ampli-

tude for A'£ —> fi+ft~ which occurs through A'£ —»

7*7". Two contributions to the decay amplitude of

7v£ —> fe+e~ have been considered. They are (1)

pseudoscalar meson intermediate states such as 7r and

7j, and (2) vector meson intermediate states such as A'"

meson followed by a non-leptonic A'* —» p,^',<t> weak

transitions. They are shown in Fig.13. It is noted that

if the latter contribution exists in A'£ —> 7 t + e~ , the

analogy of 77 —t /;+fi~ to 7v° —» /<+fi~ mentioned in

Sec.4 is not valid, since the K* contribution docs not

exist in r) decay.



FIGURE 13
Diagrams responsible for R'1 — •){ + e~ ; a) pseudoscalar
meson and b) K* vector meson intermediate states.

Like the decay K°L —* x°"f) , two controversial the-

oretical predictions exist for K°L —• -)t+e~ . One is an

ChPT calculation of O(p4 )15 and the other comes from

phenomenological models such as the VMD model.39

The ChPT calculation has only the pseudoscalar me-

son contribution, while the VMD calculation includes

the A'* intermediate states as well as the pseudoscalax

meson contribution. The branching ratios predicted

by the two models are similar: the ChPT prediction

is B{K°L — 7 e + e - ) = 9.06 X 10~6 and the VMD pre-

diction is B(K°L -» ic+t~) = 9.40 x 10~6. However

the predicted spectrum shapes of the two models are

quite different. The ChPT spectrum is identical to the

phase space distribution, whereas the VMD spectrum

differs from phase space. The VMD spectrum shape

is given by

1 rfr _ 2 Q ( 1 - J ) 3 l_2mg 14mf
2

Y di 3ir x x m'A- x mA-
(14)

where x = m^e/mA- and rn t, is an invariant ee mass.

I'M /

C 2 0 4 G 6

FIGURE 14
Structure function | / (^ ) | 2 (solid circles) measured by
the E845 experiment along with the fitted curves with
Q^-. =-0.28 (solid line) and with n^-. =0 (dot line).

f(x) is given by

f(x) = + (15)

Aps and B\\\t are the structure functions of pseu-

doscalar and A"* vector meson contribution, respec-

tively. Their explicit forms are given in Ref.39. QA>

is a parameter describing the relative strength of the

A'**) vertex to the pseudoscalar meson vertex.

Recently, two measurements have reported the de-

U-i;ili;ation of DJ,-.. One is from the NA31 collab-

oration at CERN. The other is from the E845 col-

laboration at BJS'L. The NA31 collaboration obtained

B(K°L - • 7e+e~) = (9.2 ± 0.5 ± 0.5) x 10~6 from

observed 1053 A'£ -> ^e + e" events,40 and the E845

collaboration obtained B(K°L —* -ye+e~") = (9.1 ±

0.4+gj) x 10-6 from 919 observed events.41 The spec-

trum shapes were both different from phase space. For

example, the E845 result is shown in Fig. 14. They

were fitted to the function given by eq.(14). The con-

stant a ̂ . was determined to be 41

- -0 .2SU_ 0 0 9 0 (16)

This non-zero value of a K- indicates that the weak

transition through the vector meson such as A* can-

not be ignored. Relating A'£ —• ")")* to A'£ —» ->"7*

and using the experimentally-determined value of Q^-.
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in eq.(lG), the long distance contribution of the real

part of the amplitude of K°L —> / J + / / ~ is calculated to

be12'39

0.6 x 1CT <1.4x lO~ 5 . (17)

This means that this contribution to the real part of

the amplitude for K°L —> n+ \x~ in eq.(13) is indeed

very small. The implications for rij, and the KM ma-

trix elements are discussed elsewhere.12 A more reli-

able estimate of eq.(17) could be available from the

measurement of K\ —» fJ + H~l or K\ —> e+t~e+e~.

As for the latter, the data analysis is now underway

by E845 at BNL.

G. A' + -» 7T+77

Radiative A'+ decays such as A"+ —> 77+77 also

provide a good test for ChPT. The ChPT calcula-

tion of O(p4),15 which includes (IT and A) loop and

tree diagrams, predicts the branching ratios B(K+ —>
v+"ii) > 4 x 10""', depending on a single unknown pa-

rameter, c. A curve for the predicted branching ratio

as a function of c is shown in Fig.15. The predicted

spectrum shape varies dramatically with c as shown in

Fig.lG.

It is known that the ChPT Lagrangian of 0{p4) has

ten a priori unknown strong coupling constants, Lt
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FIGURE 15
ChPT prediction of branching ratio B(h'+

function of c.

FIGURE 16
ChPT predicted spectrum shapes of A'+ — n+-)-] for dif-
ferent values of c: c=—4 (dotted curve), c=0 (full curve)
and c=-l (dashed curve). Also the pure phase space distri-
bution (dash-dotted curve).

(!=l,10) and four a priori unknown weak coupling con-

stants, u'i (?'=1,4). They have to be determined empir-

ically or by other QCD calculations. The c parameter

is a linear combination of those coupling constants,

given by

c = 327r2[4(L9+Xi0)- hWl +2u-2+2u>4)] (18)
o

All of the above constants other than u'i and u'4
have been determined by other measurements. W\

can be determined separately from the measurement

of A'+ -* w+l+l~ (l=e or /1). Then, w4 could be de-

termined by measurement of A'+ —» TT+77 . In the

higher order ChPT calculation of O(p6), it is claimed

that there is no vector meson dominance contribution

to A'+ —» 7T+77 since it is exactly canceled by the di-

rect weak contribution, unlike the case of A'° —* 7r°77 .

ChPT itself cannot predict the value of c. To es-

timate c, additional QCD calculations are required.

At the present, there are two estimates for c; one
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FIGURE 17
Schematic side view ol the ETS7 delrctor.

is based on the weak deformation model,24 predict-
ing c = 0. The other adopted the l/iVc expan-
sion model,42 predicting c =—4. The former gives
B(K+ —> 7r+77) = 5.S x 10~7 and the latter predicts
i?(A'+ -+ 7T+77) = 5.1 x 10~r. Although the L .h
branching ratios are almost the same, the predicted
spectrum shapes are quite different as evidenced in
Fig.16. Therefore, careful measurement of the spec-
trum shape will likely be required to distinguish the
models.

A'+ —> 7r+77 is being sought by the E7S7 collabo-
ration at BNL.43 A schematic side view of the E787
detector is shown in Fig.17. It was primarily de-
signed to search for the rare decay A"+ —» TT+VI> which
is described in Sec.S. Details of the E787 detector
can be found elsewhere.43'4649 Briefly, A'+'s of 800
MeV/c produced by 24 GeV protons from the AGS
were degraded by a BeO degrader and were stopped
in a scintillating-fiber target located at the center of
the detector. 7r+'s from A*+ decay were momentum-
analyzed in a central drift chamber immersed in a 1-T
magnetic field. Their kinetic energy and range were
measured in a 21-layer range scintillator stack. Pho-
tons were detected by electromagnetic calorimeters lo-
cated in the barrel and endcap regions. The measured

200

FIGURE 18
Scatter plot of m-,-, vs. 1-P(x2) for the E787 1988 final
sample for A"+ —> ir+-fi-

kinematic quantities of the 7r+ and the two photons
were subjected to a constrained fit consistent with
A"+ —» 7r+7") kinematics with energy and momentum
conservation applied.

In the 1988 run, E7S7 searched for the signal
in the kinematic region of the invariant 77 mass
0<m-,^<100 MeV/c2. or equivalency, pion kinetic en-
ergy of 117<rff+<127 MeV. Fig.lS shows a scatter
plot of m71 vs. 1 —P(\2), where P{\2) is a probabil-
ity of \2 of the constrained fit. The signal region is
defined by 0<TTJ^<100 MeV/c2 and l-P(\'2)<0.95.
Since there are no events in the region, a 90 % C.L. up-
per limit of 1.0 x 10~6 is set, assuming the phase space
pion energy spectrum.43 This is an eightfold improve-
ment fro>n the previous result. However the obtained
upper limit strongly depends on the spectrum shape.
Taking the ChPT spectrum for c t - 4 , the upper limit
is 1.5 x 10~4 because the ChPT spectrum is poorly
matched to the region of search.

In the 1990 run, A'+ —» 7r+77 signals were sought
in a higher m,-, region of about 250 ~ 300 MeV/c2,
or equivalently in the pion kinematic energy range of
40<T',r+<80 MeV. The spectrum shape in this region
is very sensitive for determining the value of c and
distinguishing the models. The data taking was com-
pleted and the analysis is now underway.
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FIGURE 19
ChPT predicted curve of B{K+ —» T + 7 7 ) as a function
of w+. A solid circle shows the measured branching ratio
which gives two solutions of w+.

7. A+ -+7T+ (+ ; - (l = e o r / i )

The decay modes A'+ —+ n+l+l~ (/=e or /i) are me-

diated mostly by A'+ —» 7r+7*. The long distance con-

tribution from the (IT and A ) loop diagrams is known

to be dominant. In ChPT of O(p4),14 the branch-

ing ratios of these decays axe predicted as a func-

tion of a single unknown constant w+, a combination

of the strong and weak coupling constants, Lj and

uv Since the branching ratio B{K+ —> 7r+e+e~) =

(2.7 ± 0.5) x 10~7 is already known,33 w+ can be de-

termined. However because of the quadratic behav-

ior of the predicted curve of B(K+ —» 7r+e+e~) as

shown in Fig.19, a twofold ambiguity of u>+ remains;

u>+=+1.16 or u>+=—0.57. Table 2 shows predictions

of other relevant decays including A'+ —» TT+ /J+ /J~ for

the two possible solutions of u ^ . 1 4 It is clear from Ta-

ble 2 that a precise measurement of A'+ —» ir+fi+n~

of
Table 2. ChPT predictions for the two possible solutions

Ratio = 1.16±0.08 m+ = -0.57±0.08

, ,+ l .h y , n - I , , r + l.<h l f , -

Tt'r°'m
r ' ? T t ' r ° ' ' ) (4.8+J?) x 10"10 (4.9 ± 0.6) x 10~9

f(A'+—ir+e+e")
0.25 ±0.05

(1 .0±0 .1 )x l0 -

2.52"1

•H- IDENTIFIER

LEAD-SCINTILLATOR •
CALORIMETER

RIGHT SIDE

FIGURE 20
Schematic plan view of the E777 detector.

branching ratio with a 10 % accuracy, which is

presently feasible, could solve the twofold ambiguity.

Another approach to solve u>+ by the precise measure-

ment of the spectrum shape of A'+ —• 7r+e+e~ has also

been proposed.44 Furthermore, as seen in the last row

of Table 2, this ambiguity is also related to the twofold

prediction of R in eq.(6). Therefore, the determination

of u>+ from the measurements of A'+ —+ 7r+e+e~ and

A'+ —» 7r+[i+fi~ is very important to resolve the ambi-

guity of ChPT predictions of the indirect CP-violating

contribution in A'° —> x° e+ e~ discussed in Sec 2.

The uncertainty of the predictions quoted in Table 2

largely comes from the measured error of branching ra-

tio B(K+ —* w+e+e~) which was based on 41 observed

events.45 The E777 experiment at BNL, which was pri-

marily a search for the lepton flavor violating decay

A'+ —* 7T+/i+e~, has taken data for A'+ —» 7r+e+e~.44

A schematic plan view of the E777 detector is shown

in Fig.20. A 6-GeV/c unseparated A'+ beam was in-

troduced into the detector. Charged particles from

A + decay in a 6-m long evacuated decay tank were

momentum-analyzed by a spectrometer with 4 sets of

fast proportional chambers. Electrons wore identified

by an atmospheric hydrogen Cerenkov counter and

lead-scintillator calorimeters. About 1200 events were

observed. The analysis has not been completed yet,

but a significant improvement for B(A'+ —> 7r+£ + e~)
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is expected.
The measurement of the decay A'+ -» T " W ~ is

now being pursued by the E787 collaboration at
B.NL.46 For the A"*" -* 7r+/j+/J~ measurement, three
charged tracks were required in the central drift cham-
IKT. The particle identification was made by utilizing
dE/di in scintillation counters surrounding the tar-
get and a constraint for the reconstructed wnn mass
to a 7v+ mass. In the 19SS data, three candidate
7̂ + —, jr+/i + /i~ events were observed with an ex-
pected background of less than one event. Since there
is no statistical significance for the three events, a 90 %
C.L. upper limit of 2.3 x 10"7 was set from the 1988
data,46 although the branching ratio from the three
events, (9 ± 6) x 10~"8, is consistent with the ChPT
prediction. In the 1989 and 1990 runs, about twenty
times more data were accumulated and more data are
expected from the 1991 run. The analysis is now un-
derway. The determination of B(K+ -* rr+^+/i~)
within 10 % accuracy might be feasible from those
data.

S. A'+ — 1T+VV

Unlike the previous decays, the rare decay A'+ —•
Tt+vv is known to be dominated by the short distance
contribution. The hadronic matrix element involved
can be calculated from the measured decay A'+ —•
-°e+u. Therefore it can provide the best opportun^ty
of an unambiguous test of the standard model at the
one loop level.47

The short distance contribution which arises from
the W box, Z penguin diagrams can be given by30

B(K+

for each neutrino generation, where

•B(K+

(19)

contributions are of the same order of magnitude. Us-
ing the calculated QCD corrections, the range of pre-
dicted branching ratios is (1 - 4) x 10~10 for three
neutrino generations, depending on mt and the rele-
vant KM matrix elements.12'47 The prediction would
be improved if m, and one of the KM matrix elements,
Vti, were well known. Conversely, the observation of
the A'+ —» 7r+i/i7 signal would constrain them.

The long distance contribution has been calculated
to be of order of 10~13,48 which is at least three orders
of magnitude smaller than the short distance contri-
bution.

The decay K+ -* x+v& is being searched for by
the E787 collaboration at BNL.49 A brief description
of the E7S7 detector has been given already. The
signature of A'+ —» •K+VV decay is a single charged
pion accompanied by nothing detectable. The main
backgrounds are A'+ —* fi+u with misidentification of
the muon as a pion, and A*+ —» n+ir° where the two
photons from the ir° decay are undetected. To reject
backgrounds, good particle identification and highly-
efficient photon detection are important. The pion
identification can be achieved by (1) measurement of
kinetic energy, range and momentum of the pion and

80 100 120 140 160
T f f (MeV)

and i , = m2/rn^>. t), are the QCD correction fac-
tors. In this decay mode, the charm and top quark

FIGURE 21
Scatter plot of TV vs. Rn of the E787 1988 final sample forp



(2) observation of JT—>̂ —»e decay history in the pion

stopping scintillation counter by transient digitizers.

The photon detectors cover 4n of solid angle. They

consist of alternating layers of lead and scintillator of

14 radiation length at the barrel region and of 12 ra-

diation length at the endcap region. The result of the

1988 run, shown in Fig.21, is a scatter plot of kinetic

energy (XV) vs. range (/?*) of the pions in the final

sample. This final data sample was selected by ap-

plying the pion identification criteria and the require-

ment of less than 1 MeV visible energy in the detec-

tor not associated with the pion track. Since there

are no events in the signal region defined by a box

shown in Fig.21, a 90 % C.L. upper limit of branch-

ing ratio B(A+ -» TT+I/F) < 3.4 x 10~B is set.49 From

the 1989 and 1990 runs, twenty times more data have

been accumulated and they are now being analyzed.

In the next two or three years, the increase of AGS

proton intensity by installation of the Booster and a

planned upgrade of secondary A"+ beam channel will

allow E787 to reach a sensitivity of 2 x 10~10, where

the standard model predicts the K+ —> -K+VV signal.

9. CONCLUSIONS

Rare K decays are more exciting than ever. It is so

not only for decays like A'+ —* K+VV which provides

a good test for the standard model without ambigu-

ity, but also for the decays which are dominated by

the long distance contributions, such as A" —» 177,

A' -» 7r/+r, K - /+/-, and K -» -)l+r (J=e or n),

where the recent progress of ChPT has been found to

be a powerful theoretical tool to understand the long

distance contribution and enable to extract the im-

portant information about the weak interaction and

CP violation. Furthermore, owing to the increasing

K beam intensity at existing and proposed accelera-

tors and to the advance in experimental technology,

most of rare A' decays listed above could be observed

or studied with higher statistics by on-going and pro-

posed experiments. Hundred times higher fluxes which

might be available at TRIUMF KAON project will be

especially useful for this field. We can certainly an-

ticipate considerable progress on rare K decays in the
next years to come, as we obtained in the past.
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